Abstract-Public cloud storage services offer convenient file sharing and backup services. However, many enterprises have been wary to employ these services and some even prohibit their employees from using such services for business data due to concerns over privacy, security, control of their assets, and vendor lock-in issues. To address these issues, this work proposes a new service utilization model (an architecture), which virtualizes public storage services among multiple user accounts to provide each user with a more secure, better HA (High Availability), and more fixable storage service.
I. INTRODUCTION
In the last few years, public cloud storage services become the most popular cloud application. Typically usages of such services can be categorized into two types. Firstly services as Dropbox, Google Drive, and others offer convenient file sharing both to single users across multiple devices and to groups of users wishing to share data for collaboration. Secondly services like Amazon S3 and Windows Azure Storage as a remote backup storage or a distributed object store, which can incorporates with business logics to provide cloud based software (Software-as-a-Service). However, to services like Dropbox or Google Drive, many enterprises have been wary to employ these services and some even prohibit their employees from using such services for business data due to concerns over privacy, security, and control of their organizations' assets. In addition, recent research [1] also mentioned the "vendor lock-in" issue of using services like Amazon S3 or Windows Azure Storage.
To address these issues, recently many researches [2] - [6] tried to distribute objects into more than one public cloud storage services, which provide users with a better data availability (compared with single service) and also mitigates the vendor lock-in issue. In addition to aforementioned benefits, these works also have their own unique strengths and contributions. Abu-Libdeh et al. [2] introduced a Redundant Array of Cloud Storage (RACS), which uses a central proxy to stripe and distribute object into different storage services. RACS solves the vendor lock-in issue and also improves the data availability by adding redundancy among services. Agarwala et al. [3] presented a storage service called iCostale, in which an intelligent cloud storage service selection and placement engine was presented to Manuscript received April 30, 2012; revised June 10, 2012. This study is conducted under the "Cloud computing systems and software development projects" of the Institute for Information Industry which is subsidized by the Ministry of Economy Affairs of the Republic of China.
Yen-Hung Kuo is with the Cloud System Software Institute, Institute for Information Industry, Taipei, Taiwan (e-mail: keh@iii.org.tw). distribute objects to cloud storages while reducing overall cost. Bermbach et al. [4] implemented a federated hashtable named MetaStorage, which replicates objects to cloud storages. A way of control consistency-latency trade-offs was also introduced in this work. Bowers et al. [5] developed a distributed cryptographic system called High-Availability and Integrity Layer (HAIL), which stores encrypted data to diverse cloud storage services. HAIL mitigates the data security issue and also improves the data availability. Hill and Humphrey [6] proposed an abstraction layer, called Cloud Storage Abstraction Layer (CSAL), which provides Blob, Table, and Queue abstractions across multiple providers and presents applications. The importance of providing applications/programs with abstracted common REST APIs is also mentioned in the study.
Previous researches dealt with vendor lock-in and security issue, they also generate two new cost problems. One is that adopting multiple public storage services requires a higher cost. The other is that a cloud storage service with better SLA (ex. 99.9% and 99.999% availability and higher bandwidth) is usually expensive, and selection of a proper service for an object by according to its purpose becomes another important issue. To reduce the cost, this work proposes a general architecture to virtualize multiple cloud storage services by sharing storage services among multiple users' account basis. Two archetypes of leveraging cloud storage services are also proposed in this paper. This study not only resolves the aforementioned issues but also provides developers with a clear guideline to plan/design their (hybrid) cloud storage services.
The rest of this paper is organized as following. A different level of storage virtualization is introduced in Section 2. Section 3 depicts a general architecture for storage service virtualization. Along with the framework, two archetypes of virtualization are proposed. Finally, conclusion remarks are shown in the last section.
II. LEVELS OF STORAGE VIRTUALIZATION
Generally speaking, different levels of storage virtualization are results of pooling of lower-level storages. As shown in Fig. 1 , the SAN is a result of pooling of Hard Disks, and multiple SANs can support one Cluster/Distributed File System, and so on. An important characteristic among storage virtualization levels is that the higher level of storage virtualization has better scalability and usage flexibility, but also along with higher access latency. The other characteristic is that any object is able to migrate to other storage unit within the same virtualization level. The design purpose of each level of storage virtualization is to complete a certain lack from the lower-level storage.
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Yen-Hung Kuo Following introduces each level of storage virtualization. 1) Hard Disk [7] : In a Hard Disk, there are organized basic storage units called (logic) blocks which can be used to store data, and for different purposes the blocks could by organized by different fashions. 2) SAN (Storage Area Network) [8] : SAN is a shared storage network primarily uses hard disk drives to provide OS with block level virtual data storage (Logical Unit Number, LUN). SAN improves the storage capacity and the utilization since it pools hard disks as multiple LUNs for multiple systems. Note that an LUN can only be assigned to a system. 3) Cluster/Distributed File System [9] : A Cluster/Distributed File System usually consists of either single or multiple metadata node(s) and multiple data nodes to provide multiple systems with mountable network storage protocols by pooling of block-level storages. Differing from the SAN, a single file in a Cluster/Distributed File System is able to be accessed by multiple systems simultaneously, and it is able to add new underlying block-level storages to increase its storage capacity. 4) Cloud Storage Service [10] , [11] : Nowadays, most cloud storage services are built on top of cluster/distributed file systems plus management functions. Compared with cluster/distributed file systems, it more focuses on high availability (HA), scalability, service level agreement (SLA), and disaster recovery (DR). To access a cloud storage service, a storage service access key is required, and an access key usually associated with a (paid) user account. 5) Service Account-based Storage: In this study, it bases on previous proxy-based researches [2] - [6] to propose a new Service Account-based Storage. It virtualizes multiple Cloud Storage Services and offers a platform, in which a group of trusted users is able to securely leverage each other's storage services. This approach resolves the vendor lock-in issue, data security issue, and the service cost issue. The most important contribution is that it provides a way to share/exchange cloud storage services by user account basis instead of just simply sharing/exchanging files among services. Details of the Service Account-based Storage are going to be shown in next section.
III. ACCOUNT-BASED CLOUD STORAGE SERVICE VIRTUALIZATION
A. General Architecture A general architecture for account-based cloud storage service virtualization is shown in Fig. 2 , in which the key components in the proxy are introduced below. [12] APIs which can be found in each storage service's developer forum and easily integrated within Proxy. 2) Keychain Management: The Keychain Management is responsible for managing users' keys which can be used to access users' cloud storages. A user can have multiple cloud storage services' keys in the proxy, and each distributed object is associated with a quartet (storage service endpoint, storage service access key, object ID on storage service, object owner on proxy), which can be used to retrieve the object from a specific cloud storage service. 3) Service Selection: The Service Selection can decide an object's distribution destination (cloud storage service) by according to given criteria, policies and rules. Implementation of the Service Selection is subject to the Multiple Criteria Decision Making (MCDM) [13] research. Common decision factors are organized in Table I . 4) Utilities: To enhance data security and this services' flexibility, three kinds of utilities can be adopted to this architecture. Firstly, a file striping/merging tool [2] can stripe a file into several pieces and merge striped pieces to the original file. Striped pieces can then be distributed and replicated to different cloud storage services. It enhances data security and availability since no single cloud storage service has all pieces and single piece can be replicated to multiple storage services. Secondly, a data encryption/decryption tool [5] can further protect (striped) objects before sending to cloud storage services. The third useful utility is the diff tool [14] , which can generate differential parts of two files (delta information) by comparing them. To keep file version history, it can simply send the delta information to public cloud storage services. Moreover, the size of delta information is much smaller than the original file, therefore stores it to cloud storage services is secure and economic. 5) Local Storage: Depends on purposes of the proxy, the Local Storage can provide system with two different functionalities: the data transmission and processing local buffer and the local storage of hybrid cloud storage service. In case of the local buffer usage, object transferring and Utilities' tasks can be formed in queues, where object GET and PUT requests are temporally stored, and applications do not need to wait until completed, therefore a better response time can be obtained. With regarding to the hybrid cloud storage case, the Local Storage becomes an alternative object distribution destination, which can be used to store mission critical data and sensitive business files. 
B. Archetypes of Cloud Storage Service Leveraging
Based on the proposed architecture, two archetypes of cloud storage service leveraging among users' accounts are then going to be shown in this section.
In Fig. 3 and Fig. 4 , two archetypes of cloud storage service leveraging are drawn: Cloud Storage Borrowing and Exchanging. The end user 1 and 2 are two trust users who can access the proxy and share their own cloud storage service access keys to each other (cloud storage service 1 belongs to end user 1 and the other storage service belongs to end user 2). Each cloud storage service has its own usage rules (max. file size, allowed file extension, and so on), characteristic (SLA, network bandwidth, and pricing model), and metadata (service endpoint, storage quota, and available storage). All these information is stored in proxy for the Service Selection to do judgment. Note that the cloud storage services are not necessarily to be provided by different providers. Instead two accounts from a cloud storage service are treated as two different services. Additionally, aforementioned Utilities can also apply to the two archetypes to obtain a more flexible storage usage model. Advantages of the two archetypes are introduced in following. 1) Cloud Storage Borrowing: The Cloud Storage Borrowing treats all cloud storage services (by account basis) as a large storage pool. It achieves a sort of storage service thin provision [11] , which allows a cloud storage provider over commits storage quota to its users. In other words, if a user has 10 GB cloud storage and only 2 GB is using, the cloud storage service provider can allocate the available 8GB to other meaningful usage instead of allocating total 10 GB to that user. When the idea is implemented on multiple cloud storage services, in addition to thin provision, it also resolves the Economic Failure [2] of cloud storage services. Even a piece of data cannot be retrieved from one cloud storage service (account), it still can be obtained from other available destinations. 2) Cloud Storage Exchanging: Characteristics of cloud storage services are diverse. Sensitive data should be put to cloud storage services, which have stronger security protection. Storage services with better availability are more suitable for mission critical data. Large files such as backup images require high speed network bandwidth. Product flyers can be served by free hosts. Generally speaking, cloud storage services with more advanced features are usually more expensive. Therefore it is difficult to let a single user have multiple diverse storage service accounts. To address this issue, the Cloud Storage Exchanging allows a user to use a portion of cloud storage service to exchange with other users' services. All users in a exchanging relationship will have a virtualized cloud storage service with better data availability and other advantages accordingly. 
IV. CONCLUSIONS
In this paper, it presented a general architecture for pooling of cloud storage services by users' accounts basis. From taxonomy, it belongs to storage service virtualization, which allows one user's data to migrate to/from other users' cloud storage services. Additionally, the proposed architecture also resolves the cloud storage vendor lock-in, the data security, and the cost issues. Finally, along with the architecture, two archetypes of leveraging cloud storage services and their advantages were introduced. This study gave a direction of leveraging cloud services belongs to other users, and wishes it could inspire follow-up researches in this area.
